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Abstract:

This tutorial provides a fundamentally different perspective to multi-scale control of switching power electronic systems along with plurality of practical experimental results and is expected to be of great interest to the power electronic system engineers, professionals, educators, and students. Many new materials are planned for this tutorial with several recent developments. The tutorial will start with basics for researchers, engineers, professionals, and students and gradually working its way through to intricacies in advanced control concepts, realizations, and practical implementations for advance control realizations on new topologies and control platforms.

It is based on controlling the time evolution of the switching states (i.e., switching sequences) as well as controlling the switching transition of the power semiconductor device of the solid state electronic system. The former—and i.e., switching sequence based control yields rapid response under transient condition, optimal equilibrium response, and yields seamless transition between the two states of dynamics. The first part of the tutorial will primarily focus on switching sequence based control for power electronics systems. By enabling integration of modulation and control, switching sequence based control precludes the need for ad-hoc offline modulation synthesis. In other words, an optimal switching sequence for the power converter is generated dynamically without the need for prior determination of any modulation scheme (which generates a predetermined switching sequence) in typical conventional approaches. One of the fundamental distinctions between switching sequence based control and conventional model predictive control is that the former ensures optimal determination of the switching sequence of the power converter under stability bound. The tutorial will provide the mechanism to carry out switching sequence based control and model predictive control syntheses and demonstrate the differences between the two optimal control schemes. Several device, converter, and network level implementations (e.g., microinverter, solar inverter, pulsed-power systems, microgrid, parallel inverters, multilevel converter, aircraft power system) of the switching sequence based control will be provided encompassing author’s multiple years of project experience encompassing leading advanced defense and energy industries. Finally, the tutorial will focus on switching transition control. The primary objective of this control is to demonstrate how key power electronic system parameters including dv/dt and di/dt stress, switching loss, and electromagnetic noise emission can be controlled dynamically by modulating the dynamics of the power semiconductor devices. Both electrical and newly developed optical control mechanisms
to achieve switching transition control will be demonstrated. In the context of the latter, mechanisms for monolithic integration of switching sequence control as well as switching transition control will be outlined and the revolutionary impact of such a novel integration on system performance will be demonstrated with numerous recent and ongoing practical applications.

The second part of the tutorial reviews control methods that fully exploit the performance potential of high-power converters, by ensuring fast control at very low switching frequencies and low harmonic distortions. To achieve this, the control and modulation problem is addressed in one computational stage. Long prediction horizons are required for the MPC controllers to achieve excellent steady-state performance. The resulting optimization problem is computationally challenging, but can be solved in real time by branch and bound methods. Alternatively, the optimal switching sequence to be applied during steady-state operation—so-called optimized pulse pattern (OPP)—can be pre-computed offline and refined online to achieve fast closed-loop control. To this end, the research vision is to combine the benefits of deadbeat control methods (such as direct torque control) with the optimal steady-state performance of OPPs, by resolving the antagonism between the two. Two such MPC methods are presented in detail.
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